
 

Lecture 4:
Particular Solutions to Selected Forcing Functions

 To  develop solutions (i.e., “particular) for specific 
loading characteristics, such as:

 Impulse load
 Step load
 Linear load
 Exponential load
 Sinusoidal load

 To find analytical solutions and any associated 
“shape parameters” with each unique solution 



Usefulness
 Approximations needed to support 

complex situations for decision-making
 Idealizations are important to predict 

unknown future loads
 Idealized loading functions allow gaining a 

better understanding of how a model 
works.



Loadings  Functions W(t) Versus Time
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FIGURE 4.1

Loading functions W(t) versus time t.
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Forcing Function and Response



Impulse Loading (Spill)

 Pollutant discharge over a relatively very short time period (i.e., 
seconds, minutes).

 Dirac delta function or impulse function, δ(t) in time-1 units (is 0 at 
t=0 and has a unit area over time), is the forcing function:

dc/dt + λc = W(t)/V = mδ(t)/V
whose solution yields:

c = (m/V)e-λt = coe-λt
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Impulse Loading (spill)



Step Loading

 New continuous source
 Forcing function is a step input (W(t) = 

0, t<0 & W(t) = W, t ≤ 0); W in Mt-1)
c    =    (W / λV) (1 - e-λt)

at steady state,

css =    W / λV



Step Loading (continuous source)





Linear (“Ramp”) Loading
Waste loading increases or decreases exponentially, 

as follows:
W(t)    =    ±βl t (with units of Mt-2)

where βl = rate of change or slope of the trend (if +β, 
population growth effects can be simulated) 

The analytical solution of our DE is:
c         =    [±βl/(λ2V)](λt – 1 + e-λt)



Linear (“Ramp”) Loading



Exponential Loading
Loading is W(t)    =    We e ±βe t, which yields:

c    =    [(We)/(V(λ±βe))] [e±βe t - e-λt]
where We =   a parameter that denotes the value at t = 0 (Mt-1) 

βe =   growth or decay rate of loading (t-1)

At critical condition, where c is a maximum, from dc/dt = 0:

tc =   ln (βe/λ)/(βe - λ)
cc =  (We/λV)(βe/λ) βe/(λ-βe)
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Sinusoidal Loading
 A simple periodic input is represented as 

W(t) = Ŵ = Wasin (ωt - θ)
 A solution, when θ = 0, inflow = outflow, 

and W(t) = Qca,insin(ωt), is                                   
c = ca,inA(ω) sin[ωt- φ(ω)]



Sinusoidal Loading





Linearity and Time Shifts
 Linearity: 

 c = cg +  Σ aicpi

 Time shifts: 
 c(t) & c(t-a), where a is the shift
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